
EPR 3500
Edge Polishing Robot

Take control of labor and time-intensive task of edge polishing with the
EPR 3500 Edge Polishing Robot. This edge shaper and polisher is built to 
master flat and convex edges of marble, granite, quartz, and other slab 
materials.

The EPR 3500 tackles all shaping and polishing of flat and rounded edges with speed, 
accuracy, and ease consistently.

As a mechanical, electrical, and software engineering marvel, the EPR 3500 is a game-
changer in helping to deliver quality polishing for every project. This machine also includes 
the fastest patented automatic tool change on the market. It also has a patented motor that 
can retract and extend its shaft pneumatically and uses different pressures to adjust the 
workload of tools on the stone.
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T E C H N I C A L  DATA

Min. polish wheel diameter

Max. workable length

Max. workable thickness

Tool change positions

Motor speed

Max. speed

Overall dimension

Total weight

Water consumption

Water pressure required

Compressed air required

Air pressure required

Max. install power

Power requirements

95 mm/3.74 in

3500 mm/138 in

70 mm/2.76 in

10 number

0-3500 rpm

0-75 m/min/0-300 in/min

5800,2600,2000 mm/228,102,78.8 in

2200 kg/4850 lbs

10-20 l/min/2.6-5.2 gal/min

1.5-2 bar / 21-29 psi

10 l/min/2.6 gal/min

6 bar / 87 psi

10 kw / 13 hp

10 kw / 220 v / 2phase

EPR 3500
Edge Polishing Robot

Take control of labor and 
time-intensive task of edge 
polishing with the EPR 3500 
Edge Polishing Robot. This edge 
shaper and polisher is built to 
master flat and convex edges 
of marble, granite, quartz, and 
other slab materials.
 
The EPR 3500 tackles all 
shaping and polishing of flat 
and rounded edges with speed, 
accuracy, and ease consistently.
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